A European Manifesto

“More Funds For Research & Innovation”

Vision towards next MFF

The present EU political and economic landscape has been deeply influenced by the recent and severe economic crisis, which seems now to be almost passed over. Several Member States have begun to put in place structural reforms, in line with the indication of the Annual Growth Survey and its Country Specific Recommendations.

At the same time the perception, especially among younger generations, that the European Union, because of a heavy bureaucracy and a complex decision making process, is too far from the citizen’s problems (e.g. the unacceptable level of unemployment), is widely spread.

In this scenario, research & innovation is becoming a precondition to our economy and to our society. Investing in new generations of high-value and high-quality goods and services is critical to promote growth and to reduce unemployment. These goals can arise only from providing new products and services derived from research, technological breakthroughs and innovation.

Such new opportunities can be the key to create an ecosystem for a resilient job market in knowledge intensive activities. This may also increase the consciousness that the European Union is taking fully effective actions to tackle such fundamental issues for its citizens.

Evidence shows that much of recent productivity gains arise not only from wage adjustments but also from innovation, and that the Countries which invested more in research & innovation have been the most resilient during the economic crisis, and also those where the investments have been more efficient.

Scientific evidences and the new perspectives opened by the scientific progress have to be used as the sole references for the elaborations of new strategies toward a sustainable development of the European Union. Science brings a contribute to the wellbeing of the European citizens (which is the very target of the EU action) and the derived technologies will soon heavily affect our daily life.

Research and innovation must therefore, more than ever, be considered essential to re-launch Europe’s competitiveness, to create long-term-highly skilled jobs and to tackle societal challenges, bringing Europe back to its growth path. New technologies will largely
and differently impacts on health, food & water, transport, communication, security, environment, energy, data production and protection, requiring a transition phase where research in all these domains will play a fundamental role.

It is now the right time for recognizing research and research-based innovation as the main drivers of EU competitiveness and growth. This opportunity will be pivotal to rethink R&I policies and investments in Europe, putting research and innovation at the forefront.

To this end, the forthcoming EU Multiannual Financial Framework will be a significant political challenge and constitutes a unique occasion for the EU Member states, through an adequate funding with substantial increase of the present budget allocation, to concretely translate these wishes into fact.